Six new oxalato chlorodiorganostannic derivatives and adduct have been synthesized, their infrared and Mössbauer studies carried out. Polymeric structures have been suggested, the oxalate behaving as a monochelating or a bichelating donor. R 2 NH 2 + cations, when involved, lead to supramolecular structures.
INTRODUCTION
The relatively high antitumor activity of SnR 2 -containing derivatives and complexes have been emphasized by several authors including recent reviews /I -5/; it is what explains all the interest of research workers for organostannic compounds. Among these organostannic complexes and derivatives, those containing SnPh 2 CI fragment are in good place /6-14/.
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Vol. 33, Nos. [1] [2] 2010 very weak) . M ssbauer parameters are given in mms" 1 (abbreviations: Q.S = quadrupole splitting, I.S = isomer shift, Γ = full width at half-height).
All the chemicals were from Aldrich or Merck Companies and used without any further purification.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Let us consider the ir and Mossbauer data of the studied compounds: vasCOO-(1659vw, 1617vs);
vsCOO-(1308m, 1268w), δ COO"793m, 
1221.
We suggest for (A), (B), (C) and (D) an infinite chain structure with bridging chlorides (Scheme 1). The interactions between the infinite chain and the cations are of electrostatic type. 
